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Abstract
Packaging VLSI devices in multichip modules provides a means of building high performance
mainframe computers. The very best substrate wiring densities and power distribution are obtained when flipped-chip mounting is used. With flipped-chips, however, heat removal through
the substrate is seldom adequate; a means is needed to effectively couple each die to a common
lid or coldplate. This is complicated by the need to be able to disassemble the module for repair.
The usual approach to this problem applies thermal conduction from the back of the die across
an approximately planar gap to a cap assembly designed to accommodate manufacturing
tolerances, shock and vibration, and thermal expansion. Typically, a thermally conductive
material enhances heat transfer across the gap. Conductive gas such as helium complicates
module sealing, and liquids or greases can present difficulties in assembly and rework.
An alternative approach is to greatly increase the surface area for heat transfer across the chip-tocap interface with arrays of interleaved fins attached to the mating surfaces. This reduces or
eliminates the need for a highly thermally conductive interstitial material. In this paper, some of
the many proposed configurations of such a thermal connector will be reviewed. It will be
shown that for a given fin and interstitial material, the thermal resistance of an optimal design is
proportional to the inter-fin gap. For example, at a 70 micron gap, an optimal copper connector
with air as the interstitial fluid attains 1 cm2 °C/W. Particular attention will be paid to connectors
with the separable interface at the gap between the mating fin sets.
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INTERLEAVED FIN THERMAL CONNECTORS for MULTICHIP MODULES

1. Introduction
The recent introduction of new mainframe computers by IBM [16] and Hitachi [10] marks the
coming of age of interleaved fin thermal connectors (figure 1). Designers have long grappled
with the difficult problem of efficiently removing heat from the backside of a flipped chip in a
multichip module, without also transferring damaging forces from a coldplate assembly to the
die and its substrate. A further complication is the need for a separable interface to facilitate
module repair. The interleaved fin thermal connector, in its many varieties, offers the potential
to transfer heat with little or no mechanical coupling between source and sink. It is the objective
of this paper to review the motivation for this style of thermal connector and several proposed
configurations, and to explore some fundamentals of its design and optimization.
cap or coldplate (not shown)
heat flux
cap side fin array

fin

gap

chip side fin array
chip
substrate (not shown)

Figure 1: Generic interleaved fin thermal connector
The designer of a multichip module faces a choice between two basic module configurations:
conventional and flipped-chip. In conventional hybrid construction, the back of the die is
bonded to a thermally conductive substrate, and TABed or wire bonded to electrically connect it
to the substrate wiring. Heat is removed by conduction through the substrate. The fundamental
limitations to this approach are that the substrate design must trade off thermal and electrical
characteristics, and that the chips cannot be positioned close together due to the space needed to
wire the chips to the interconnect. In flipped-chip construction, the active face of the die is
attached to the substrate via bumps or flipped-TAB. In selecting the flipped-chip approach, the
designer can no longer remove heat through the substrate; even with a heavily bumped chip, heat
transfer through the bumps to the substrate is inadequate for all but the lowest power levels. The
advantages of flipped-chip construction are that the substrate can be optimized for its electrical
characteristics and that the chips can be mounted closely together. The heat can then be removed
either by direct immersion as in the Cray 3 [4] or indirectly by conduction through the back of
the chip and into some cooling structure. While direct immersion in a dielectric fluid appears to
be an attractive option, the high cost of the preferred perfluorinated fluids, and long term
material compatibility issues have prevented its wider adoption. A fundamental difficulty with
indirect conduction cooling of a flipped-chip module is obtaining efficient heat removal without
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transferring large forces to the die. If, for example, the chips are all bonded directly to a
coldplate, then external forces such as shock and vibration, and internally generated forces such
as differential expansion due to mismatched materials or thermal gradients, could apply large
forces to the die and its electrical connections to the substrate. A further complication is the
need to disassemble the module for repair. This is a requirement for most multichip modules,
since fresh lot assembly yields fall as the number of chips increases.
Designers have taken a multitude of approaches to address these problems. There have been
proposals for soldering the backs of the chips directly to the coldplate, utilizing creep in the
indium solder to absorb cyclic thermal stresses [6]. While it was suggested that the indium creep
provides adequate decoupling, most manufacturers prefer greater compliance. The IBM 4381
used grease to conduct approximately 45% of the heat directly from the top of each chip into a
cap/heatsink, 30% was conducted into the cap/heatsink via the chip bumps and substrate, and the
remaining 25% was removed through the substrate pins into the motherboard [2]. The
Honeywell SLIC micropackage used a 0.2 mm thick conformal copper diaphragm held against
the chips by the pressure of cooling water on the opposite side [18]. These approaches worked
because the chips were relatively low powered.
The first successful indirectly cooled flipped-chip module with high powered chips was the
IBM TCM, first used in the IBM 3081 series computers [3], [13]. Spring loaded aluminum pistons transferred heat from die to cap assembly, and a helium fill enhanced conduction across the
various gaps. To accommodate tilt of the bumped chips, the piston face contacting the chip had
a spherical shape. This point-contact arrangement was adequate for the small chips in the IBM
3081, but would prove challenging to scale to larger chips in later machines. NEC used a similar
arrangement for their SX supercomputer series; but the pistons were screw-locked into position
during initial assembly, and grease on the piston tip accommodated small scale strains [17]. An
alternative approach used a coldplate with deep v-grooves and a trigonal prismatic piston at each
die site [12]. While the bottom of the piston was flat to contact the die, the two faces mating
with the coldplate v-groove had 200 mm radius cylindrical sector surfaces to accommodate one
axis of chip tilt. The piston was also split along its axis of symmetry, and the two halves pressed
apart by a helical compression spring; this accommodated the other axis of chip tilt and chip
height variations. Each half of the piston was in constant line contact with its side of the
coldplate v-groove. All these designs share a common limitation; they attempt to conduct the
heat through a small area and across an approximately planar gap. The limited available area
forces the use of tiny gaps and gap conductivity enhancing materials. Controlling manufacturing
tolerances to maintain small clearances and confining gap conductivity enhancing materials can
be problematical.
A fundamentally different approach is to increase the area of the joint. We are all familiar
with the idea of adding fins to a heat sink to increase surface area and improve the heat transfer
to a passing fluid stream. The interleaved fin thermal connector applies the same thinking to
transferring heat across a pair of mating surfaces; both surfaces are extended to form an array of
interleaved fins, the convoluted interface having a much larger surface area than the original
planar mating surfaces. If the surface area is greatly enhanced, efficient heat transfer can be
obtained without tiny gaps or a high conductivity interstitial material. Also, this interface arrangement provides 3 degrees of freedom of motion between the mating surfaces (two in translation, one in rotation). If the gap is sufficiently large, additional degrees of freedom can be
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provided with a limited range of motion. It is even possible to design the mating fin sets so that
they can be repeatedly engaged and disengaged, thus providing a separable interface for module
repair.
Analytical studies have investigated the idea of increasing surface area to enhance contact
conduction heat transfer. Research into the effects of surface roughness on conduction across
planar pressure contacts led to an analysis of saw-tooth, sine-wave, and square-wave profiles on
mating surfaces [15]. The system of interest was the interface between a hard, high thermal
conductivity material, and a softer, low conductivity material. It was found that low aspect-ratio
(ratio of feature height to feature pitch) surface roughening treatments improved thermal performance, but there were diminishing returns with higher aspect-ratios. A subsequent analysis extended these results [14]. Neither study explicitly considered varying gaps between the mating
surfaces or the possibilities of relative movement between the surfaces.
An early disclosure of a hardware implementation of the interleaved fin concept had one set of
fins as an integral part of the coldplate [7]. The second set consisted of individual fins which
floated in the spaces between the coldplate side fins. These individual fins were caged so they
couldn’t fall out and were independently spring biased against the heated chip surface. While
this accommodated a tilted chip, the line contact between the individual fins and the heated surface limited performance. A later implementation envisioned using an interleaved fin connector
as an inseparable modular interposer [11]. This connector had flat top and bottom surfaces to
contact the chip and coldplate. In between were two fixed sets of interleaved fins, spring biased
to provide pressure contact at the chip and coldplate interfaces. This structure was designed to
control the average inter-fin gap to 1/2 the fin thickness. The controlled gap and the flexibility
of the fins could accommodate a tilted chip. While this addressed many of the system requirements, the two planar pressure contacts at the chip and coldplate interfaces limited overall performance.
The interleaved fin connector used in the Hitachi M-880 [10] was first described in an earlier
patent [5]. One set of fins was an integral part of the module cap. Each chip site had a second,
monolithic fin array with a planar or cylindrical-sector surface which was spring biased against
the chip. Helium gas enhanced conduction across the small gap. The fin gap and/or the cylindrical surface against the chip were used to accommodate lateral chip tilt. Numerous variations of
fin shape and biasing mechanisms were described. A subsequent paper described analysis of,
and experiments on, the connector [1]. It included the effect on performance of machining
tolerances, roughness, waviness and warp of the fins, and chip tilt. Models included the effect
on apparent contact resistance when the fin gap approached the mean free path of the interstitial
gas. Local design optimization was also discussed.
IBM S390/ES9000 Model 900 mainframe computers may also utilize an interleaved fin connector. A recent conference paper had an illustration depicting such a connector [16]. However
in the accompanying oral presentation, it was stated that because of manufacturing costs and
capabilities, IBM is currently shipping the bell piston, a refinement of the original TCM design.
In either case, an oil fill has replaced the helium formerly used to enhance thermal conduction
across gaps. Further details are promised in an upcoming article [19]. A recent IBM patent
described many related interleaved fin connector designs [9]. While otherwise similar to the
Hitachi approach, the module cap side of IBM’s preferred connector has thin and flexible flat
spring fins which are biased against the mating rigid fins of the chip side fin array. Each slot in a
3
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chip side fin array contains a pair of the flexible module cap side fins pressing in opposite directions. Thus each spring fin can maintain intimate contact with its corresponding rigid fin, and
still accommodate chip tilt and displacement. For a particular connector design for 10 mm
square chips, an overall thermal resistance of 0.5°C/W was predicted, using a poly(alphaolefin)
oil fill.
While both the IBM and Hitachi designs have a separable planar interface between the chip
and the chip side fin array, it is possible to eliminate all such interfaces. This is done by bonding
both the cap side and the chip side fin arrays to their respective mounting surfaces, and separating the assembly at the gap between the mating fin sets [8]. To avoid mechanical interference in
the mated fin assemblies, generous gaps and/or matched assembly techniques may be used. A
hinge or dowel aligns the cap with the module base, and tapered leading edges on the fins ease
initial interpenetration of the fin assemblies. A particular implementation of this approach is
described in Design Example section.

2. Theory
A simple lumped parameter model of the interleaved fin connector provides a useful introduction to its design and optimization. We begin by assuming that the connector consists of a
square array of a large number of rectangular fins, that the gaps are the same on each side of each
fin, and that the fins are fully intermeshed (figure 2). By assuming a large number of fins, we
can safely ignore edge effects of the fins at the ends of the stack. By symmetry, each gap is
served by half the thickness of each of the two adjacent fins. Thus, we choose fin centerlines to
bound our elemental control volume consisting of two half-fins, and one gap. Looking at two
limiting cases suggests appropriate values of lumped gap resistance and lumped fin resistance. If
the fins were constructed of a material with infinite thermal conductivity (kf = ∞), then each fin
would be isothermal and at its respective base temperature, and each gap would have a thermal
resistance of θg = s / (kg l d). Similarly, if the gaps were vanishingly small or if the gap material
had an infinite thermal conductivity across the gap, then adjacent half-fins would have the same
temperature at adjacent points. The half-fins would behave thermally as if joined to form a
single fin. This suggests a thermal resistance for a single fin (a pair of half-fins) of θf = l / (kf b d).
Summing a lumped fin and gap resistance, and dividing by the total number of fins (or gaps)
provides an estimate of the thermal resistance across the active region of the entire connector.
θapprox =
=

s+b
d

(

l
s
+
kf b d kg l d

)

(1)

1
( resistance of one fin + resistance of one gap )
number of fins

Note that by assuming that the gaps are the same on each side of each fin, we obtain an upper
bound on thermal resistance; as the gaps become increasingly asymmetrical, the gap resistance
term will vanish, and the total thermal resistance will asymptotically approach that of the lumped
fin resistances.
We notice that the active fin length l in equation 1 occurs in the numerator of the plate resistance expression and the denominator of the fin resistance expression. Thus there is some op-
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heat flux
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Figure 2: Nomenclature for interleaved fin thermal connectors
timum value of l which minimizes the sum of the two resistances, and hence the total thermal
resistance θapprox. This happens when the two terms are equal. Equating and solving for l gives
the approximate optimal fin length lapprox−optimal.
lapprox−optimal = √ s b kf / kg

(2)

The fin thickness b occurs in both the numerator and denominator of equation 1. By inspection, there is also an optimum value of b which minimizes the total thermal resistance. Differentiating θapprox with respect to b and setting equal to zero, we solve for this approximate optimal
fin thickness bapprox−optimal.
bapprox−optimal = l √kg / kf

(3)

Substituting the approximate optimal fin length and thickness back into equation 1, we obtain
an approximate expression for the total thermal resistance of an optimal design.
4s
θapprox−optimal =
(4)
d 2 √kf kg
Once the connector footprint and the fin and gap materials have been chosen, the total thermal
resistance of an optimal design depends only on the gap. Since the total thermal resistance is
directly proportional to the gap, it is apparent that the gap is a variable of fundamental importance, and that we wish to design with the smallest possible gaps.
We can make a few additional observations based on this simple model. Substituting equation
2 into equation 3 and solving for the fin thickness b reveals that at the optima, the fin thickness
equals the gap. This implies than in addition to tiny gaps, we’ll want to design our connectors
with very thin fins. Substituting s = b back into equation 2 shows that the optimal fin aspect ratio
(l / b), equals √kf / kg. When the fin and gap thermal conductivities are similar, the optimal design
has short, stubby fins, and when the thermal conductivities differ greatly, the result is tall, thin
fins.
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Using a one-dimensional fin conduction model, we can more accurately calculate the fin temperature distribution and local heat transfer across the gap. Solving the one-dimensional fin
equation with fixed base temperature and adiabatic fin tip boundary conditions yields:
θ=

l (s + b)
kf b d 2

(

1+

2 ( 1 + cosh λ)
λ sinh λ

)

where: λ = 2 l √ kg / ( kf s b)

(5)

A parametric comparison of this solution with the earlier approximation shows that the simple
lumped-parameter model (equation 1) underestimates thermal resistance by up to 20%. This
maximum error occurs near the optima, and the two models converge as deviation from optimality becomes large. This suggests that the simple lumped parameter equations are adequate
for understanding tradeoffs and for preliminary design, and that more precise solutions are
necessary only for accurate refinement of well characterized designs.
At the optima, the thermal resistance predicted by the two models differs by a fixed ratio of
1.138, so we can rewrite equation 4 as:
4.55 s
θoptimal =
(6)
d2 √kf kg
By comparison of the two models it can be shown that the lumped parameter model correctly
predicts the optimal fin thickness boptimal to be equal to the gap s. However, the lumped
parameter model overestimates the optimal fin length l by a factor of 1.14. Thus equation 2 can
be rewritten as:
loptimal = 0.88 s √kf / kg

(7)

An important advantage of choosing a design point near the optima is that the connector will
exhibit minimal sensitivity to changes of the design parameters. For example, beginning with an
optimal design and then making the fins twice their optimal thickness results in only a 10%
increase in thermal resistance. Similarly, there is approximately a 20% loss if the fins are half or
twice their optimal length. Unfortunately, doubling the gap on an optimal design results in a
more than 2x degradation of performance; maintaining a small gap is fundamental to interleaved
fin connector performance. By assuming uniform fin gaps across the entire assembly, we’ve
determined an upper bound on thermal resistance. Any real assembly will do better. A lower
bound can be constructed by setting the gap resistance term in equation 1 to zero.

3. Design Example
The IBM and Hitachi interleaved fin connectors described earlier used thermal conductivity
enhancing interstitial materials (oil and helium respectively) and had separable planar interfaces
at the back surface of the chip. Here we’ll look at an alternative implementation that that uses
copper fins, air as the interstitial fluid, and is designed for separation at the gap between the
mating fin sets. Assuming that a 15.6 mm square area is available for the fin array, and that an
84 micron fin gap is desired, equation 6 predicts the thermal resistance θ of an optimal connector
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will be 0.50 °C/W. Depending of course on the performance of the other cooling system elements, this connector would be adequate for chips dissipating 30-40 watts each. The optimal fin
thickness b is 84 microns and by equation 7, the optimal fin length l is 9.0 mm. For ease of
fabrication, we might choose a larger blade thickness, and perhaps shrink the gap slightly to
compensate.

Figure 3: Prototype connector designed for separation at
gap between the mating fin sets
Figure 3 shows a prototype of just such a connector. Fins are etched in strip format from 0.2
mm thick CDA151 zirconium-copper, a common lead-frame material, and separated from the
strip with a punch tool that also forms a beveled lead-in at the tip of each fin. Arrays of the 9.0
mm high by 15.6 mm wide fins are soldered to 17.5 mm square OFHC copper bases. Mating fin
arrays are manufactured as matched sets. The blades for a fin array set are sequential stacked
into a fixture in alternating orientations and interwoven with a tape separator of Kapton film*to

*trademark

of E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.
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maintain the desired gap. A thin layer of solder paste is then applied to one side of each of a pair
of copper bases, and the bases clamped to opposite sides of the fin stack and reflowed into place.
After cooling, the clamp and fixture are removed. The mating halves can then be broken loose
and pulled apart slightly to increase the effective height of the assembly. Friction between the
tape and the fins maintains the relative positions of the mating halves. A group of such assemblies is placed between the module cap and the flipped chips on their substrate. Aligned by
dowels or a hinge, the cap and substrate are pressed together and the fin assemblies are reflow
soldered or adhesive bonded into place. Then the cap and substrate are separated, the Kapton
tapes pulled loose, and the assembly cleaned. When the module is subsequently reassembled,
the tapes are no longer present, and the resulting gaps structurally decouple cap and substrate. If
a chip needs to be replaced, that die site receives a new matched fin assembly by a similar
process. Test assemblies have been built with tape thicknesses, and hence gaps, ranging from 8
to 125 microns, though tapes less than 18 microns thick tear easily during assembly and the
stiffness of tapes greater than 75 microns thick impedes winding while stacking the blades into
the fixture.
Limited thermal testing has shown the performance of these connectors to be within the range
predicted by the bounding models. While even connectors with 8 micron gaps engage and disengage easily, fins on the samples built to date are sufficiently warped and wavy that there is less
lateral compliance than the designed-in gap would imply. For thermally optimal designs, the
connectors can be shown to have large lateral spring rates beyond the free-play range provided
by the fin gap.

4. Conclusions
Interleaved fin thermal connectors have become a mainstream cooling technology for high
powered multichip modules. The principal challenge in designing such connectors is minimizing
the gap between the fins while maintaining the required compliance. Straightforward analytical
techniques are available to guide optimization. By the use of matched assembly techniques, high
performance connectors have been demonstrated with the separable interface at the gap between
the mating fin sets. Interleaved fin thermal connectors are not yet a mature technology, and we
can expect considerable refinement and additional applications over the coming years.
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